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On this website, you can find the complete menu of Pizza Bob's Classic Pie from Calgary. Currently, there are
21 menus and drinks up for grabs. For changing offers, please contact the owner of the restaurant directly. You

can also contact them through their website. What PatmanCalgary likes about Pizza Bob's Classic Pie:
Really enjoy visits to this neighbourly place. Has a family feel, with people wandering in and out, almost more like

a pub but kids are welcome. The pizza is thin-crust Napolitana style, so don't expect your gooey, yeasty mass-
type. This is crispy dough with minimal toppings that let the flavour come through. Some might say Bob's is a bit
pricey, but as a wine-drinker, I consider it a value. No corkage fee any night,... read more. The restaurant offers

free WLAN for its customers, Depending on the weather conditions, you can also sit outside and have
something. The premises on site are accessible, and therefore no problem for guests with wheelchairs or

physiological disabilities. What LDawn RH doesn't like about Pizza Bob's Classic Pie:
So disappointed! After hearing some friend rave about this place, we went and wow worst pizza, and so

expensive. The thin crust had potential, but it was so undercooked and soggy that the pizza lost its shape. The
sauce had no flavour at all, and there was too little of it. The size of the large pizza was 12 for $26.50, which is

ridiculously expensive for such a shoddy, unsavoury pizza. The only good thing was the fr... read more. In Pizza
Bob's Classic Pie in Calgary, they prepare crispy pizza using a time-honored method, served straight out of the
oven, The versatile Canadian meals are a hit among the customers of the restaurant. In case you want to have

breakfast, a tasty brunch is offered to you, You can also unwind at the bar with a cool beer or other alcoholic and
non-alcoholic drinks.
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Past�
NAPOLETANA

P�z�
PIZZA SPECIAL

�s�
SMOKED SALMON

Energydrink�
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Opening Hours:
Monday 04:00 -21:00
Tuesday 12:00 -22:00
Wednesday 12:00 -22:00
Thursday 12:00 -01:00
Friday 12:00 -22:00
Saturday 12:00 -12:30
Sunday 04:00 -21:00
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